Harness Your Data – get the best from
your portable gas detector fleet
Historically, the process of gas detection was about
warning of the presence of gas hazards. In many
ways it still is, however the field is continually
improving and enhancing, alongside impressive
developments in customer safety. Since the 1970’s
we have seen a variety of aspects of portable gas
detectors upgraded multiple times (up to 4 or 5
times to be specific). More recently, during the
past four years, the detection process has been
revolutionised by a brand new dimension - the
gathering of and widespread use of DATA!

“Most portable gas detectors now record sensor data, and
many have begun to keep records of their configuration and
calibration history, as well as the times and dates that this
occurred.”
This change was kickstarted when the UK’s Health
and Safety Executive asked suppliers of gas detection
instrumentation to record events for later perusal. The
logging of events within the industry then became
commonplace, with this process now extending to all but
the disposable end of the market.
Most portable gas detectors now record sensor data, and
many have begun to keep records of their configuration
and calibration history, as well as the times and dates that
this occurred. Although regulation has not quite caught
up to developments in data gathering processes, it does
state in broad terms that if businesses are going to record
information, they must do so accurately.

It was only a matter of time before the perfectly
suited electronic recording media was utilised for this
information-recording purpose. A multitude of suppliers
then reviewed the categories of information their
customers required in order to undertake their daily work
schedules safely, and the consensus saw the information
allotted into five general categories.
These include long range full communications, short
range full communications, automated data extraction and
use, limited data extraction and no data, including often
disposable simple warning devices.
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Now is the Time To Assess and Act

With advancing developments in the gathering of data, now
is the ideal time for those in relevant sectors to assess the
safety issues within their working environment, in order to
safeguard the wellbeing of their workers. Whether you are a
decision maker within a large organisation, or you just want
to keep colleagues and visitors safe, data use should be
high on your priority list, in order to make the discovery and
resolution of problems much easier.
There has never been a better time to improve your own,
and your team’s, understanding of Data, and explore ways it
can benefit your personal safety, and protect the rest of the
workforce around you. By improving the awareness of what
can be done, there is a new opportunity to make high levels
of safety both easier to attain and easier to maintain.
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“Cyber Essentials is a government backed scheme
designed to help individuals guard their organisation against
cyber-attack,”
Ensuring Data Safety - GCHQ Cyber Essentials
With the presence of the Cyber Essentials guidelines there is
comprehensive information available to inform and challenge
businesses to make systems secure and guard the data we
collect and store. As much of the data in question is personal,
as well as company confidential it is crucial that it is stored
safely.
Cyber Essentials is a government backed scheme designed to
help individuals guard their organisation against cyber-attack,
including protection against the most common cyber threats,
as well as to provide guidance on how to commit to cyber
security. With certifications available to ensure a full
understanding of how and why cyber-attacks can occur, the
scheme provides a valuable service for those keen to safeguard
their data.
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There are a plethora of ways in which data can be harnessed
within gas detection settings.
Data is Harnessed to Enhance Customer Safety
The implementation of a reliable and efficient connected
safety solution, such as Crowcon Connect, allows the right
data to be delivered to the right people at the right time,
enhancing worker safety and awareness. By connecting
gas detectors to a central portal, data can be gathered,
analysed and used to make proactive decisions about how
to safeguard workers from danger.

Tracking all calibration due dates delivers the detail
required for proactive scheduling and in turn reduces
downtime. This provides the records needed to prove fleet
compliance, as well as identifying areas for improvement.
By ensuring everything is recorded, you can demonstrate
compliance during audits in an easier, and more efficient
manner.

The analysis of work patterns and activities allows for
the gauging of each operational function from a bird’seye perspective, and is useful for ensuring the safety of
operatives. With Crowcon Connect, portable products are
linked to the central portal and feedback the data gathered
during their day’s usage.

Centrally gathered data portals also provide a 360
degree perspective of all the information required to fully
understand and inform operational decisions, and can
improve not only worker safety, but also compliance with
bump tests and calibrations.

By linking workers with their devices through a central
portal, such as Crowcon Connect, individuals and their
line managers are given visibility on who their detector
is with at the start of every shift. This overcomes historic
struggles that safety professionals have had to deal with
for far too long.
Visibility issues, regulations to comply with, and a range of
safety protocols to meet, have meant that those working
in gaseous environments have often struggled to remain
on top of the goings on within their site, not to mention
buying-in replacements for missing devices. The IoT
technology has forged a new path forward, seamlessly
linking workers with their devices, and facilitated the
monitoring of an entire site, from low level actions to high
level processes. This empowers workers as they go about
their daily activities, and helps employers breathe a sigh
of relief, knowing that their team can stay one step ahead
of any potential dangers.
This can be done by understanding where alarms happen
the most and by taking action to explore these areas, so as
to avoid downtime. Central connected portals also assist
line managers to find dangerous practices and prevent
misuse, such as detector usage without calibration and / or
bump testing and turning off whilst in alarm.

With near-real time data coming through to a central
dashboard every time a worker docks their detector
to charge, managers have timely information to make
informed decisions with. Training tailored to, and informed
by, historic data can be helpful for the safety and efficiency
of your overall operations, as well as for the creation
of audit trails and certificates, and maintaining safety
documentation.
Data also saves time on gas detection administration,
specifically the need for laborious manual processes and
spreadsheets which takes manpower that could be utilised
elsewhere.
Keeping on top of when rental detectors need sensors
replacing and any general ongoing maintenance, via the
use of central data portals, can also help businesses
maximise device lifespan and keep gas detection
operations flowing smoothly. A connected fleet of detectors
provides crucial data about when maintenance, servicing
and repairs are required and can aid fleet management
processes.
Central data portals also streamline the automatic
download of new firmware and provide peace of mind that
products are enhanced with the most recent updates.
By utilising gathered data, line managers have further
opportunities to analyse trends in performance across
equipment usage (specifically exploring the difference in
each product and the pros and cons) and functionality,
operator protocols, safety and compliance. Visibility of the
wide ranging data gathered provides businesses with the
power to understand and analyse ways they can improve
their operations to enhance safety and ensure compliance.

Where Does the Data Come From?
During normal use your portable gas detectors gather data
about when they are switched on and off, when they were
last charged, how frequent those charges are, when there
are alarms of faults, and when a detector is successfully
bumped, or calibrated. Configuration information is also
stored, as are the signatories to any configuration change.
Non-zero Gas Data is also stored under some
circumstances, for example when half of alarm level 1 is
exceeded, or if the configuration sets a timed data level.
Within a system such as Crowcon Connect, whenever a
detector is docked to be charged all of the data gathered
is pulled into the central portal and readily available to be
analysed.
Detectors can also be connected to the Connect app via
Bluetooth enabled chargers. This is ideal when they are
mobile as these chargers can work with in-car sockets
or in areas without existing IT infrastructure, such as a
canteen. The dievice’s information will then be available

centrally within the portal, to be worked on and can be
displayed in the format of the customers choosing.
Crowcon adheres to the Cyber essentials safeguards, as
detailed above. Additionally, our experienced team makes
best practice recommendations to customers in line with
those safeguards when they sign up to Crowcon Connect.
All the obvious legal requirements are also followed, such
as GDPR rules. Violation of legal requirements could lead
to significant fines, not to mention the reputational damage
caused, as a result there is no room for laxity around
following data safeguarding best practice.
Within circumstances that use radio communication,
from chargers to the rest of the IT system, the radio
equipment directive RED and the relevant electromagnetic
compatibility EMC standards are also followed.

Crowcon Connect - Make Sense of the Data
Crowcon Connect provides a stable, extensible platform
that collects, arranges and makes data visible across the
entire fleet of Crowcon’s different models of portable
gas detectors. The platform’s facilities and functions help
manage all of the gas detectors on site, and due to being
compatible with existing Crowcon products, ensures
product inventories do not need replacing. Compatible
equipment include the Gasman, T3, T4, and Gas-Pro
Crowcon safety portables, all of the main portable
products built since 2004.
The platform facilitates all archived data, current data,
visualisation tools, portable detector health, and settings,
device allocation and status information. It also comes
with a range of notification options and parameters for
ongoing flexibility, and is able to assist with likely leak
identification and audit trail management.
Workers can be assigned portables via the use of their
swipe cards which keeps detector allocation processes
quick and efficient at the start of shifts.

“By monitoring pollutants within business and workplace
environments, those in positions of authority can maintain
ongoing compliance with legal limit values and remain inside
expected safe parameters.”
Choosing the Detector for You
The T4 is one of the Crowcon Connect compatible
detectors, and is so called due to its capacity to detect
the four most common gas hazards including Carbon
Monoxide (CO), Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S), Flammable
Gases and Oxygen Depletion (O2).
By monitoring pollutants within business and workplace
environments, those in positions of authority can maintain
ongoing compliance with legal limit values and remain
inside expected safe parameters.
The T4 was designed as Crowcon’s toughest portable,
and comprises an integrated rubber boot as standard,
as well as an optional clip-on filter cover, which can be
easily removed and replaced, to protect sensors in dirty
environments. It is drop tested to 4m and well protected
from water ingress through IP65 and IP67 certification, and
therefore can work without interruptions in demanding
environments.
As the T4 is easy and intuitive to use it can be operated
without much need for training. This is due to its onebutton user interface. The detector also uses power wisely
and ensures an extended battery life which is beneficial not

only for the operator, but also for the planet. This enhanced
battery function also makes it an easier portable to certify,
as well as being less likely to require battery replacement
as regularly.
The new T4x model contains the recently added MPS(™),
long life oxygen and dual-toxic (CO/H2S) sensors. The MPS
does not poison, and works over a wide temperature range.
It also gives accurate readings for most flammable gas
types in any mix, including hydrogen. The long life oxygen
sensor has no lead content, and so there is no longer a
“use-up” mechanism limiting the life of the sensor. It is also
better for the environment as no lead enters the sensor’s
lifecycle and complies to the incoming RoHS requirements.
All oxygen sensors of this design have lifetimes between
four and seven years, a significant improvement on leaded
oxygen sensors.
The longevity of MPS(™) and long life sensors, alongside
the low cost of ownership makes the T4x, when combined
with data gathering portals such as Crowcon Connect, a
comprehensive solution for workplaces keen to maintain
compliance whilst safeguarding workers from dangerous
and toxic substances.
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“By enhancing your understanding of the data gathered, your
team can be empowered with actionable insights ”
Take Preventative Action
By connecting a fleet of reliable and robust portables
with an enlightening connected safety solution such as
Crowcon Connect, businesses can ensure they have the
information they need at their fingertips to make important
decisions.
Data provides businesses undertaking valuable gas
detection work so many opportunities to improve and
upgrade their activities. To take preventative action and
find out more about the Crowcon Connect platform, or any
of our portable gas monitors including T4, please get in
touch with a member of the Crowcon team.

